ACROSS
1) SFO watchdog
4) Gave power to
11) Poem of homage
14) Ones who are elected
15) Aquarium fish
16) Play to the camera
17) Put an end to
19) Common conjunction
20) Running great Zatopek
21) They think they own the road
22) Gal Friday
23) Basutoland, today
26) Diminutive beings
27) They may be pardoned
31) Corner letter?
32) Concerning ears
33) Lament
34) Priests' garments
37) Stranded like Gilligan
39) Units of radiation
40) __ step further
41) Knot in yarn
42) Bearded beast of Africa
44) Breaks between acts
48) Prefix meaning "four"
49) Going on forever
51) "M" director Fritz
52) A continent
53) Tim Duncan is one
56) Spot in a crowd
57) Pool water tester
58) Remote feature
62) Collection of weaponry
63) Small bit of work
65) Have a difference of opinion
66) Fourth of September?

DOWN
1) Big name in Havana
2) Japanese cartoon art
3) St. Francis' home
4) It might swell when massaged
5) Kind of participant?
6) Name on a book jacket
7) Allegro con __
8) "M" director Fritz
9) They're grounded down under
10) "__ Hard" (Willis film)
11) Goat, for one
12) Part of the small intestine
13) Exits
18) Genetic duplicates
22) Boxing's Muhammad
24) Sum (Abbr.)
25) Blimp filler
26) List shortening abbreviation
28) Thanksgiving dinner staples
29) Beehive State athlete
30) Hardly the Queen's English
34) Stirs up trouble
35) Eager for company
36) Most eccentric
38) Respectful title in India
39) Small stream
41) Car-grille protector
43) Nonverbal agreement
45) Historic time
46) Completely calm
47) Last six lines of a sonnet
50) Fungus "seed"
51) "Riders to the Sea" playwright
53) Indira Gandhi attire
54) Kisser
55) Aspirin has several
58) Sketcher's tablet
59) Declare off-limits
60) Utmost (Abbr.)